To: Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council
From: Councilmember Harrison
Subject: Budget Referral: Refer $100,000 to the FY 23 and FY 24 AAO #1 to beautify Vacant Storefronts in Berkeley Commercial Districts

RECOMMENDATION
Refer $100,000 to the FY 23 and FY 24 AAO #1 to help fund art or district branding vinyl window graphics on vacant storefronts in Berkeley Commercial Districts to beautify our Commercial Districts. The fund would be administered by the Downtown Berkeley Association on behalf of all Commercial Districts, and would reimburse property owners for 50% of the entire cost of the project:
1. Artist fee
2. Costs associated with non-commercial printed material that is ideally non-plastic (may be vinyl if no alternative exists)
3. Installation of non-commercial window graphics

CURRENT SITUATION AND RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
As seen below, retail vacancy rates remain high in many of Berkeley’s commercial districts due to the lingering impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the rise in internet sales:

---

While new retail is slowly returning, closures continue; for example Missing Link Bikes in the Downtown and Annapurna on Telegraph, two Berkeley mainstays, have shuttered in the past year. Not only does the community suffer when foundational businesses are lost, the remaining vacant storefronts are a visual blight to pedestrians visiting and patronizing our commercial districts and discourage new businesses from opening.

Window graphics with district branding and/or artwork are an excellent way to positively engage pedestrians and discourage graffiti and debris. These would be similar to the work shown on banners throughout the Downtown. Cost of window graphics however is quite high, ranging from $9 to $20 per square foot installed. Because of the expense, property owners have been reluctant to install graphics on their own.

The Downtown Berkeley Association (DBA), property owners, and the City of Berkeley are invested in the development and stimulation of Berkeley’s economy and have devised innovative and creative ways to address blight. Building on the success for the retail damage repair fund introduced during the height of COVID-19, this referral proposes that the City cover half of the installation cost, giving property owners an incentive to install graphics on vacant properties, with the fund administered by the Downtown Berkeley Association although the funds would be available for commercial districts citywide.

Case Examples:
Budget Referral: Refer $100,000 to the FY 23 and FY 24 AAO #1 to beautify Vacant Storefronts in Berkeley Commercial Districts

CONSENT CALENDAR
September 12, 2023

2200 Block Shattuck Ave:
737sqft vacant window spaces
Total Estimate: $6,663 to $14,750 ($9-$20/sqft)
50% Share: $3,331 to $7,370

2300 Shattuck Ave:
561sqft vacant window spaces
Total Estimate: $5,049 to $11,220 ($9-$20/sqft)
50% Share: $2,525 to $5,610

Other Examples of Blighted Vacant Storefronts:
Budget Referral: Refer $100,000 to the FY 23 and FY 24 AAO #1 to beautify Vacant Storefronts in Berkeley Commercial Districts

CONSENT CALENDAR
September 12, 2023

2524 Shattuck Ave.

2333 Telegraph Ave
FISCAL IMPACTS OF RECOMMENDATION
Impact on General Fund of $100,000. However, the benefit of beautifying formerly blighted buildings could generate budgetary efficiencies, economic stimulation, and better outcomes for Berkeley residents.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Pedestrian-oriented design can encourage residents to walk and bike more.
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CONTACT PERSON
Councilmember Kate Harrison, (510) 981-7140